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Abstract.
Motivated by applications such as automated visual surveillance
and video monitoring and annotation, there has been a lot of interest
in constructing cognitive vision systems capable of interpreting the
high level semantics of dynamic scenes. In this paper we present a
novel approach for automatically inferring models of object interactions that can be used to interpret observed behaviour within a scene.
A real-time low-level computer vision system, together with an attentional control mechanism, are used to identify incidents or events that
occur in the scene. A data driven approach has been taken in order
to automatically infer discrete and abstract representations (symbols)
of primitive object interactions; effectively the system learns a set of
qualitative spatial relations relevant to the dynamic behaviour of the
domain. These symbols then form the alphabet of a VLMM which
automatically infers the high level structure of typical interactive behaviour. The learnt behaviour model has generative capabilities and
is also capable of recognizing typical or atypical activities within
a scene. Experiments have been performed within the traffic monitoring domain; however the proposed method is applicable to the
general automatic surveillance task since it does not assume a priori
knowledge of a specific domain.

1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a lot of interest in constructing cognitive vision systems capable of interpreting the high level semantics
of dynamic scenes [3, 6, 13, 19, 2, 7, 8]. However, whereas previous
authors have generally selected in advance which types of interactions to model/recognise, the aim of this paper (as in [6, 2]) is to not
to predetermine these activities, but to learn them automatically.
Our proposed method has some similarities with the work of
Brand and Kettnaker [2]. First, they both produce one single model,
that descibes the entire behaviour space as compared to the usual
practice of having separate models for each (usually predefined) behaviour. We propose the use of VLMMs [20, 10] to infer the structure
of the underlying training data automatically; similarly, the entropically estimated HMMs developed by Brand are capable of extracting the underlying hidden structure of the data. Finally, both models
are capable of encoding the high order temporal dependencies that
are present in complex behaviours. A major difference however is
that Brand uses low level, continuous variables, whereas our learnt
VLMM is essentially a symbolic predictive model: the underlying



continous variables are first abstracted to a discrete space, analogous
to the set of finite relations in a qualitative spatial relation representation such as that used by [6]. In some cases, this has the advantage of
being rather more immune to the problems of noise whilst still managing to preserve the essential underlying patterns or dependencies
that govern behaviour in the observed domain. Arguably it also produces a more understandable model since its components are higher
level abstractions.
Our approach is also similar to that of [6] which learns qualitative
spatio-temporal models of events in traffic scenes (e.g. following,
overtaking). However, whereas that system required a predefined set
of qualitative spatial relations, our approach essentially learns these
automatically and moreover explicitly computes probabilities associated with the behavioural patterns.
Thus we use a data driven approach to automatically infer discrete and abstract representations (symbols) of primitive object interactions. These symbols are then used as an alphabet to infer the
high level structure of typical interactive behaviour using VLMMs
[20, 10]. It is worth pointing out explicitly that the use of probabilistic reasoning here contrasts with conventional low level use of
probabilities – this Markov model concerns high level semantic notions.
These scene feature descriptors are invariant of the absolute position and direction of the interacting objects within a scene. They
constitute the input to a statistical learning framework [15] where
discrete representations of interactive behaviours can be learned by
modelling the probability distribution of the feature vectors within
the interaction feature space.

Figure 1.
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System Overview

Figure 1 gives an overview of the system including the learning
element of the architecture whereby the typical behaviour patterns
are learned, stored and used to drive interpretation. The system can
currently be used to recognize typical interactive behaviour within
the traffic domain and identify atypical events.

of motion is aligned with the longest axis of the rectangle. An interactive event between two objects is signalled whenever an object falls
within the attentional window of another object which we call the
reference object. The size of the rectangular area is currently set by
hand, however an appropriate size for the attentional window could
be learned automatically from the training data.
Many interactions are typified by the evolving spatial relationships
between interacting objects and thus such relationships must be encoded within an appropriate feature vector describing the object interaction. In addition, since the location within a scene at which an
interactive behaviour occurs is probably of less relevance than the interaction itself, we believe that non-scene-specific feature vector representations are probably more appropriate. Thus, our chosen feature
space representation is invariant of the absolute position and direction of the interacting objects within a scene.
The feature vector representation describes the relative velocity
(magnitude and direction) and the spatial relationship between a reference car and another car that falls within its attentional window.
The feature vector consists of the velocity magnitude of the reference object, the vector representing the relative distance between the
two objects (in the local co-ordinates of the reference object) and the
velocity vector of the other object (again in local co-ordinates):

2 LEARNING QUALITATIVE
SPATIO-TEMPORAL RELATIONS
2.1 Detecting and tracking objects
A real time computer vision system [18] is used that detects and
tracks moving objects within a scene. The tracking system, which
is tolerant to slight lighting changes, uses a modified version of
the Stauffer and Grimson [23] adaptive background model to detect
moving objects. In addition, it makes explicit use of a foreground
model for size, colour distribution and velocity (which is assumed to
be locally invariant in time) invariants for a particular object. Foreground pixels identified by the background model are compared with
various instances of the foreground model to determine to which
model they belong. A Kalman filter is used to propagate these models
over time (for more details, see [18]).
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It should be noted that every feature vector is normalised so that the
direction of motion of the reference object is aligned with the y-axis.
Joint behaviours of pairs of interacting objects may be viewed as
smooth trajectories within the feature space that are sampled at frame
$ . Each sequence
rate generating sequences, !#" , of feature vectors
describes the temporal evolution of an interactive behaviour:
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2.3 Learning discrete interaction primitives
Figure 2.

In order to learn discrete representations of object interactions, we
2 with their nearest (in a Euclidean
replace the feature vectors
sense) prototype from a finite set of prototypical object interactions.
These prototypical object interactions are learned using vector quantisation. Vector Quantization [9, 12] is a technique originally used
for data compression which provides a method of approximating the
43
probability density function of a vector variable   using a finite
number of prototype vectors (usually referred to as codebook vec43 89;:<>=<-, , ,  ? .
tors) 576 
A limitation of classical VQ algorithms such as the k-means algorithm [22] is that the final distribution of prototypes is very sensitive
to their initial placement within the feature space and this can result in sub-optimal distributions. The usual solution is to repeat the
k-means algorithm for several sets of prototype initialisation values
and then choose the prototype distribution that gives the best approximation for the probability density function of the training data.
Instead of taking this approach, we use a variant of the VQ algorithm proposed by Johnson and Hogg [15] which is less sensitive to
the initial positioning of prototypes. It is based on the competitive
learning paradigm [21, 17]; however it also incorporates a prototype
sensitivity mechanism. This results in a robust VQ algorithm which
is less sensitive to the initial placement of prototypes and gives approximately correct density matching.
After VQ is performed, each interactive behaviour is represented
by a sequence of prototypes:

Example traffic scene

The tracker assigns a unique ID to each newly detected object
in the scene and tracks changes in the object’s position and velocity. It should be noted that tracking is performed on an estimated
ground plane. Thus, for each video frame, the tracker returns the estimated position and velocity of each tracked object in ground plane
co-ordinates. Figure 2 illustrates a scene from the example traffic domain application.

2.2 Feature space representation for object
interaction
Modelling object interaction is of particular interest since it allows
reasoning to be extended from individuals to groups of objects. In
this paper we are interested in modelling the joint (combined) behaviour of pairs of interacting objects. Within this scheme, candidate
interactions are identified to yield a set of interactive joint behaviours
for training by using an attentional mechanism based on proximity
cues.
For each image frame, we assume that each tracked object is centered within a rectangular area (attentional window), and its direction
2
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models (VLMMs) [10] to efficiently encode the sequences of the prototypes corresponding to observed interactive behaviour in the feature space.

(3)

Figure 3 illustrates the learnt primitive interactions for the traffic
domain example application. These can be viewed as a qualitative
discretisation of the continuous relational space. Whereas in a conventional qualitative spatial reasoning representation, the discretisation would be manually preassigned, we are able to learn a representation which maximises the discernability given a granularity (i.e. the
number of relations desired). Note that the representation is approximately symmetric with respect to an axis aligned to the direction of
motion of the reference object.

3.1 Variable length Markov models
Variable length Markov models deal with a class of random processes in which the memory length varies, in contrast to an n-th order
Markov models. They have been previously used on the data compression [4, 1] and language modelling domains [20, 10, 11] and
recently, they have been successfully introduced in the computer vision domain for automatically inferring stochastic models of the high
level structure of complex and semantically rich human activities
[7, 8]. Their advantage over a fixed memory Markov model is the
ability to locally optimise the length of memory required for prediction. This results in a more flexible and efficient representation
which is particularly attractive in cases where we need to capture
higher-order temporal dependencies in some parts of the behaviour
and lower-order dependencies elsewhere.
Assume C is a string of tokens used as a memory to predict the
H
H
next token DFE according to an estimate G DFEI C  of DFEI C  . The main
idea behind the variable length modelling method is that if the output
H
probability G D(EI DAC  that predicts the next token D(E is significantly
H
different from G DFEI C  , then the longer memory DAC may be a better
predictor than C . A weighted Kullback-Leibler divergence [20] is
used to measure the additional information that is gained by using
the longer memory DAC for prediction instead of the shorter memory
C :

H G D E I D7C NPORQ H G DFEI DAC  , (4)
HG D I C 
E
L M
J#K DAC  C  exceeds a given threshold S , then the longer memory
If
DAC is used, otherwise the shorter memory C is considered sufficient
J#K DAC  C 

Figure 3. Learnt primitive interactions – traffic domain example. The two
dots represent pairs of close vehicles (distinguished by the size of the dot –
the larger dot being the reference vehicle). The arrows show their direction
of movement and the connecting vector their relative orientation and
distance. These patterns represent typical “midpoints” as result of clustering
the input data into different conceptual “regions”.
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for prediction.
The transition probabilities and priors are derived from estimates
H
, , , DT(X   and H D  DV , , , DT  calculated for various
of DTUI D  DWV
;:<>=< , , , Z ). The estimates are given by:
values of Y (Y

2.4 Experimental data

H G DTUI D  DWV , , , D T(X  

Training data was generated from a 10-min video sequence of a traffic scene (see Fig. 1), sampled at 25 frames per second. In order to
reduce noise, the output of the tracker was low-pass filtered with a
5Hz cut-off filter (a vehicle needs to be present in the scene for at
least one fifth of a second, otherwise it is ignored and treated as noise
output from the tracker, rather than an actual vehicle).
Using the attentional control mechanism, 80,000 (approximately)
feature vectors representing instances of vehicle interactions were
generated. A set of 12 prototypical feature vectors corresponding to
primitive interactions between vehicles was learned from this data set
after performing VQ. Experiments were performed to decide the appropriate number of prototypes with respect to model performance in
analytical and generative tasks. A VLMM learnt over 12 prototypes
gave the best performance for this data set.
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and
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[(\
, , , DT  is the number of times the string of tokens
where [ D  DWV
D DV , , , DT appears in the training data and [F\ is the total length
of the training sequences.
The training algorithm involves building a prefix tree [10] where
Z
each node corresponds to a string up to a predetermined length .
The transition frequencies are counted by traversing the tree structure
Z where the strings are generated
repeatedly with strings of length
Z along a training sequence of
by sliding a window of fixed length
tokens. Transition probabilities are computed using equation 6 and a
pruning procedure is then applied, while the prefix tree is converted
to a prediction suffix tree [20]. For each node Y] in the prefix tree, a
corresponding node Y ^ in the suffix tree is created if and only if the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the probability distribution at
Y] and the probability distribution at its ancestor node in the prefix
tree is larger than threshold S . Finally, the suffix tree is converted
to an automaton representing the trained VLMM. A more detailed

3 MODELLING BEHAVIOUR USING
VARIABLE LENGTH MARKOV MODELS
We are interested in building models of behaviour which are able to
support both recognition and generative capabilities such as the prediction of future behaviours or the synthesis of realistic sample behaviours. We achieve this by using variable memory length Markov
3

_ on building and training variable length Markov models
description
is given by Ron et al. [20].
Thus, a VLMM is equivalent to a Probabilistic Finite State Auabc>d2efg  where d is
tomaton (PFSA) represented by `
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3.2.1

The trained model `] represents the learnt interactive behaviour
model and has generative capabilities. Behaviour generation is
achieved by traversing the PFSA, selecting either the most likely
transition (maximum likelihood behaviour generation) or sampling
from the transition distribution (stochastic behaviour generation) at
each state, and emitting the corresponding prototype vectors. This
@
results in an ordered set  of prototype vectors  which are the
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  between states   ,  ¡  .
output of the transitions 
In order to use the model `] for behaviour prediction, it is first
necessary to locate the current model state. Since model states may
encode a history of previous behaviour, the model is initially used
in a recognition mode, accepting successive prototypes representing observed behaviour and making the corresponding state transitions. Having located the current model state, prediction of future
behaviour can be achieved using the model either as a stochastic or a
maximum likelihood behaviour generator.
A VLMM needs to be able to handle the problem of unseen events
– cases where token sequences which might have not appeared previously in the training data, appear during the recognition process.
Problems related to the sparseness of the training data are well studied in the speech recognition and language modelling domains and
various methods for handling unseen events have been proposed to
compensate for the scarcity of training data (see for example [14] for
an in-depth discussion on the subject). One of the best known methods of handling unseen events is the backing-off method [16], which
is quite prevalent in state-of-the-art speech recognisers.
We use a simple backing-off method which is an extension of the
method proposed by Guyon et al in [10]. Assume the model `]
@
 while in a state which emits
is presented with a prototype 60|
@
this prototype with probability zero, given a history ¤ " of previous
@
prototypes. If there is a state within the model that emits 6 with a
non-zero probability given only the history of the previous prototype
@ " , then we back-off at this state and emit @ 6 . Otherwise, we return
@
to the initial model state, lose all the previous memory and emit 6
H
@

6 . This backing-off method is simple
with the prior probability G
but effective and was found to give similar or slightly better results
compared to the methods proposed by Katz [16] and Guyon et al
[10].

3.2 Modelling interactive behaviour using a
VLMM over prototypes
Temporal dependencies in behaviour are learned by using a VLMM
to capture the memory conditioned probabilities of transitions between the learnt prototypes. The choice of VLMMs as a mathematical framework for modelling interactive behaviour is based on
their ability to capture behavioural dependencies at variable temporal scales in a simple and efficient manner.
Initially, the training sequences of feature vectors are converted
into sequences of prototypical object interactions by observing the
closest prototype, in a nearest neighbour sense, to the current training feature vector at each time instant. The output sequences are
then used to train a VLMM represented by the PFSA `]
b ] e ] f ] g ]  where  is the finite set of prototypical object interactions and `] represents the learnt interactive behaviour model.
The algorithm for training variable length Markov models of behaviour has two parameters, the maximal order N of the model and
the threshold value S controlling the accuracy of the learnt behaviour
model. The choice of these parameters plays an important role in the
performance of the learnt behaviour model (especially that of S ).
The choice of parameters for the training algorithm can be based
on a measure of how well the learned model describes the training
data. One such measure, traditionally used in text compression [1]
and language modelling [10, 11], can be the model cross-entropy rate

(or model entropy) [5, 11] G :

G k : PN ORQ H 4 
(7)
Y

where is a sample string of symbols of length Y .
@ ) , , ,*@ is a sequence of proto`] , 
In our case, 
W
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74  is the probability of  accordtype labels of length Y , and
ing to the VLMM model `] :
T
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3.2.2

Assessing model performance

The performance of the model can be measured by the model entropy
over the test data. A model that has achieved a good generalisation
of the observed behaviour, will result in very similar entropy values
over both the training and the test data. Otherwise, significantly different values indicate a model that is overfit to the training data and
therefore is not fully representative of the target behaviour and thus
more training data is required.
For our traffic domain example, we used the 12 learnt prototypes
Z and S .
as an alphabet to model VLMMs for different values of
The training and test data sets had the same number of prototype
sequences (940 each). The sequences where randomly chosen to belong to one or the other data set.
¥j and
Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the results when S
¦j

,
R
j
R
j

j
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respectively. When using a maximum memory
Z§;¨are, theused
length
sizes of the corresponding VLMMs where 13,808
and 266 states respectively. In the general case, an increase in the
value of S will result in an increase of the model’s entropy whereas
Z will decrease the
an increase on the model’s maximum memory

Using equation (8) together with (7), an estimate of model entropy
for the learnt VLMM model q] is given by:

T
0G   :
PN ORQ H@  I     ,
Y 64 

Performing generative tasks

(9)

A measure of how well the learned VLMM describes the training
data is given by calculating the model entropy (Eq. 9) over the training data. A good aproximation of observed behaviour is indicated by
a low model entropy value.
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be useful to experiment with ways of learning “closeness” (i.e. the
size of the attentional window). However we believe the present system represents a useful first step in the direction of learning high level
“cognitive” models of dynamic behaviours from video data.
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Figure 4. Traffic domain example: Maximum memory length vs model for
the training and test data when
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Figure 5. Traffic domain example: Maximum memory length vs model for
the training and test data when
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model entropy (however, increasing
does not always guarantee
¯j gives
lower model entropy). As can be seen from the graphs, S
the best model, although at the expense of a large model size (number
of states and transitions within VLMM). However, a slight increase
in S can dramatically decrease the number of states within the model
with only a very small increase in the model entropy.

4 CONCLUSION
The main purpose of this paper has been to show how a discrete,
and essentially symbolic set of relationships representing the spatiotemporal relationship between pairs of close moving objects, can be
learned automatically and then used as the alphabet for a VLMM
which learns the typical patterns of behaviour in the domain. The
principal novelty of our approach is exactly this: to propose a method
for learning the alphabet of spatio-temporal relationships and to apply a VLMM to this rather high level set of entities rather than much
lower level perceptual artifacts.
Of course there remain many possibilities for further work. We are
evaluating the generative and predictive powers of the models and
we will apply it to other domains. Note that in order to be predictive,
given the normalised feature representation, one may wish also to
learn the typical paths (c.f. [8, 15]) of motion so that the behaviours
can be applied “in context”. We may also consider other kinds of
spatio-temporal relationships apart from orientation, distance and velocity. Certain behaviours may be position or orientation dependent
so we may also need to experiment with non normalised feature vectures (or rather, with different normalisations, since normalisation is
a useful abstraction mechanism in machine learning). It would also
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